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SEISMIC IMAGING: INTRO
Seismic imaging aims to recover physical prop-
erties of the Earth’s interior based on surface
measurements. Seismic sources (as airguns in a
marine environment, or vibrator trucks on land)
are placed at the surface, and seismic waves
are excited, propagate through the Earth, and
transmitted/reflected back to the surface, where
data are recorded (by hydro- or geophones),
yielding information about the subsurface.

Figure 1: Wavefield snapshot overlayed to model

CLASSICAL SETTING
The observed data are pairs of seismic point
source/recorded waveforms (q,d) ∼ pdata(q,d).
The data likelihood p(q,d|m), given the physi-
cal parameters m (also, q ⊥m), is:

d = F(q,m) + ε, (1)

where the forward map F is defined by

F(q,m) = RA(m)−1q,

A(m) = m∂tt −∆.
(2)

A(m) is the wave equation system, R is a
restriction-to-receiver operator, and ε is noise (ε ⊥
(q,m)).

Due to numerical stability of the forward prob-
lem, we must impose hard constraints m ∈ C
(i.e. m is uniformly distributed on C), for a con-
vex set C which might comprise box constraints,
total variation norm bounds, etc [1].
When ε ∼ N(0, σ2

dI) is Gaussian, we end up solv-
ing the nonlinear least-squares problem:

minm∈C E(q,d)∼pdata(q,d)L(q,d ;m),

L(q,d ;m) = 1
2σ2

d
‖d−F(q,m)‖2 .

(3)

For 3D problems, m ∈ Rn3

(n ≈ 1000), d ∈ Rn3

,
and the typical data sample {(qi,di)}Ni=1 size is
N = O(n). The forward map F is very expensive
to evaluate and gradient descent methods tend to
converge slowly.

RESULTS

Inversion results

Figure 2: m (for different q,d’s) Figure 3: Gθ(z) (for different q,d’s) Figure 4: Gθ(z)−Gθ(z0)

Generator pointwise statistics

Figure 5: Mean of Gθ(z) Figure 6: Standard deviation of Gθ(z) Figure 7: Grid point histogram

LINEARIZATION AND CS
By linearizing the problem around a known
(kinematically correct) background model mbg

F(q,mbg + ∆m) ≈ F(q,mbg) + J(q,mbg)∆m,
(4)

we can formally treat (3) as a linear problem.
Motivated by compressive sensing (CS), we con-

sider simultaneous-source experiments

q(w) =
∑
i wiqi, d(w) =

∑
i widi, (5)

where w ∼ N(0, I).

Figure 8: Simultaneous-source wavefield

We employ a linearized Bregman [3] algorithm
with small-batch approximations of the loss gra-
dient [2]:

gk ≈ ∇mk
E(q,d)∼p(q,d) L(q,d ;m),

m̃k+1 = mk − tkgk,
mk+1 = PC(m̃k+1),

(6)

with dynamic steplength tk. PC is a projection on
the constraint set C.

DEEP PRIORS,CONSTRAINTS,EM
We exploit the remarkable ease of deep convo-
lutional networks to generate natural images, as
added implicit regularization [4].
We consider the parameterized data model

d = F(q,m) + ε,

m = Gθ(z) + η,
(7)

s.t. z ∼ N(0, σ2
zI), pθ(m|z) ∝z,θ 1C(m)gσ2

m
(m −

Gθ(z)) (where gσ2
m

is Gaussian with variance σ2
m),

ε ⊥ (z,q,m), q ⊥ (z,m). We end up with the data
model

pθ(q,d) =
∫∫
pθ(q,d, z,m) dm dz,

=
∫∫
p(q,d|m)pθ(m|z)p(z) dm dz,

(8)

and maximum-likelihood estimation problem

min
θ

E(q,d)∼pdata(q,d) − log pθ(q,d). (9)

Note that the latent variables (z,m) are jointly
distributed (coupled) with data (q,d).

The expectation maximization method (EM) is
based on the identity:

∂θ log pθ(q,d) =

E(z,m)∼pθ(z,m|q,d)∂θ log pθ(q,d, z,m).
(10)

Having set the loss Lθ = − log pθ(q,d, z,m),

Lθ(q,d ; z,m) = 1
2σ2

d
‖d−F(q,m)‖2

+ 1
2σ2

m
‖m−Gθ(z)‖2 + 1

2σ2
d
‖z‖2 ,

(11)

we alternate the following steps:

• (E) update m via (6) applied to (11) (z fixed),
and sample z ∼ pθ(z|m) with Langevin dy-
namics (m’s fixed);

• (M) update θ ← θ− t∇θ
∑

z,m ‖m−Gθ(z)‖2
(not accounting for the dependency of the
sampled z,m wrt θ, according to (10)).


